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Crowfall
In the third gritty installment of the Raven's Mark series, Blackwing
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Captain Ryhalt Galharrow finds that all power comes with a price A
sorcerous cataclysm has hit the Range, the final defensive line
between the republic and the immortal Deep Kings. Tormenting red rains
sweep the land, new monstrosities feed on fear in the darkness, and
the power of the Nameless, the gods who protect the republic, lies
broken. The Blackwing captains who serve them are being picked off one
by one, and even immortals have learned what it means to die.
Meanwhile, the Deep Kings have only grown stronger, and they are
poised to deliver a blow that will finally end the war. Ryhalt
Galharrow stands apart from it all. He has been deeper into the
wasteland known as the Misery than ever before. It has grown within
him--changed him--and now the ghosts of his past, formerly confined to
the Misery, walk with him everywhere. They will even follow him--and
the few surviving Blackwing captains--on one final mission into the
darkness.

A Raven's Heart
The Talking Book casts the Bible as the central character in a vivid
portrait of black America, tracing the origins of African-American
culture from slavery’s secluded forest prayer meetings to the bright
lights and bold style of today’s hip-hop artists. The Bible has
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profoundly influenced African Americans throughout history. From a
variety of perspectives this wide-ranging book is the first to explore
the Bible’s role in the triumph of the black experience. Using the
Bible as a foundation, African Americans shared religious beliefs,
created their own music, and shaped the ultimate key to their
freedom—literacy. Allen Callahan highlights the intersection of
biblical images with African-American music, politics, religion, art,
and literature. The author tells a moving story of a biblically
informed African-American culture, identifying four major biblical
images—Exile, Exodus, Ethiopia, and Emmanuel. He brings these themes
to life in a unique African-American history that grows from the harsh
experience of slavery into a rich culture that endures as one of the
most important forces of twenty-first-century America.

The Anthropology of Turquoise
Desolation Canyon is one of the West's wild treasures. Visitors come
to study, explore, run the river, and hike a canyon that is deeper at
its deepest than the Grand Canyon, better preserved than most of the
Colorado River system, and full of eye-catching geology-castellated
ridges, dramatic walls, slickrock formations, and lovely beaches.
Rafting the river, one may see wild horses, blue herons, bighorn
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sheep, and possibly a black bear. Signs of previous people include the
newsworthy, well-preserved Fremont Indian ruins along Range Creek and
rock art panels of Nine Mile Canyon, both Desolation Canyon
tributaries. Historic Utes also pecked rock art, including images of
graceful horses and lively locomotives, in the upper canyon. Remote
and difficult to access, Desolation has a surprisingly lively history.
Cattle and sheep herding, moonshine, prospecting, and hideaways
brought a surprising number of settlers--ranchers, outlaws, and
recluses--to the canyon.

A Shadow Above
In her first book, Blonde Indian, Ernestine Hayes powerfully recounted
the story of returning to Juneau and to her Tlingit home after many
years of wandering. The Tao of Raven takes up the next and, in some
ways, less explored question: once the exile returns, then what? Using
the story of Raven and the Box of Daylight (and relating it to Sun
Tzu’s equally timeless Art of War) to deepen her narration and
reflection, Hayes expresses an ongoing frustration and anger at the
obstacles and prejudices still facing Alaska Natives in their own
land, but also recounts her own story of attending and completing
college in her fifties and becoming a professor and a writer. Hayes
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lyrically weaves together strands of memoir, contemplation, and
fiction to articulate an Indigenous worldview in which all things are
connected, in which intergenerational trauma creates many hardships
but transformation is still possible. Now a grandmother and thinking
very much of the generations who will come after her, Hayes speaks for
herself but also has powerful things to say about the resilience and
complications of her Native community.

Prince of Ravens
Prose from selected writings of Pulitzer Prize finalist Ellen Meloy
paired with original desert photography by Stephen Strom.

A Feast for Crows
Scott Oden's epic novel A Gathering of Ravens is "satisfyingcomplexand
a pleasure to read" (Publishers Weekly, starred review). To the Danes,
he is skraelingr; to the English, he is orcnéas; to the Irish, he is
fomoraig. He is Corpse-maker and Life-quencher, the Bringer of Night,
the Son of the Wolf and Brother of the Serpent. He is Grimnir, and he
is the last of his kind—the last in a long line of monsters who have
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plagued humanity since the Elder Days. Drawn from his lair by a thirst
for vengeance against the Dane who slew his brother, Grimnir emerges
into a world that’s changed. A new faith has arisen. The Old Ways are
dying, and their followers retreating into the shadows; even still,
Grimnir’s vengeance cannot be denied. Taking a young Christian hostage
to be his guide, Grimnir embarks on a journey that takes him from the
hinterlands of Denmark, where the wisdom of the ancient dwarves has
given way to madness, to the war-torn heart of southern England, where
the spirits of the land make violence on one another. And thence to
the green shores of Ireland and the Viking stronghold of Dubhlinn,
where his enemy awaits. But, unless Grimnir can set aside his hatreds,
his dream of retribution will come to nothing. For Dubhlinn is set to
be the site of a reckoning—the Old Ways versus the New—and Grimnir,
the last of his kind left to plague mankind, must choose: stand with
the Christian King of Ireland and see his vengeance done or stand
against him and see it slip away? Scott Oden's A Gathering of Ravens
is a novel of vengeance, faith, and the power of myth.

The Tao of Raven
The Celts knew it as Annwyn, the Otherworld—certainly not a
destination IT professional Lori Cooper anticipates when distracting
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herself with a magazine puzzle page in the dentist’s waiting room.
Clues buried in the answers lead her to Tamsin, who claims to command
a band of warriors for the queen of the fay. From this, Lori concludes
that Tamsin is both insane and dangerous. She’s also quite worryingly
attractive. However, Lori’s own sanity becomes a bigger concern when
she finds herself held captive in a strange world with yet more
puzzles to solve. She must pick her way through layers of illusion and
deceit. Nothing and nobody, including Tamsin, is quite as they seem.
Who can Lori trust? She will need to uncover the full truth if she is
to return home, mind and body intact.

The Raven & the Swallow
Long believed to be disappearing and possibly even extinct, the
Southwestern bighorn sheep of Utah’s canyonlands have made a
surprising comeback. Naturalist Ellen Meloy tracks a band of these
majestic creatures through backcountry hikes, downriver floats, and
travels across the Southwest. Alone in the wilderness, Meloy
chronicles her communion with the bighorns and laments the growing
severance of man from nature, a severance that she feels has left us
spiritually hungry. Wry, quirky and perceptive, Eating Stone is a
brillant and wholly original tribute to the natural world.
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The Raven's Shadow
The Green River, the most significant tributary of the Colorado River,
runs 730 miles from the glaciers of Wyoming to the desert canyons of
Utah. Over its course it meanders through ranches, cities, national
parks, endangered fish habitats, and some of the most significant
natural gas fields in the country, as it provides water for 33 million
people. Stopped up by dams, slaked off by irrigation, and dried up by
cities, the Green is crucial, overused, and at risk, now more than
ever. Fights over the river's water, and what's going to happen to it
in the future, are longstanding, intractable, and only getting worse
as the West gets hotter and drier and more people depend on the river
with each passing year. As a former raft guide and an environmental
reporter, Heather Hansman knew these fights were happening, but she
felt driven to see them from a different perspective--from the river
itself. So she set out on a journey, in a one-person inflatable pack
raft, to paddle the river from source to confluence and see what the
experience might teach her. Mixing lyrical accounts of quiet paddling
through breathtaking beauty with nights spent camping solo and lively
discussions with farmers, city officials, and other people met along
the way, Downriver is the story of that journey, a foray into the
present--and future--of water in the West.
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Class-M Exile
After a hundred years, Jack Ravenwild—thief, sorcerer, scoundrel, and
accidental hero—is released from a magical confinement, only to fall
into the hands of the marquise Dresimil Chûmavh, ruler of an exiled
drow clan who sees an opportunity in Jack. Through guile and
subterfuge, the wily Jack escapes the drow to discover a new world
waiting in his old stomping grounds, Raven's Bluff, a city equally
abounding in fortune and danger. Unfortunately for Jack, he is best at
stirring up the latter. His former archenemy the Warlord Myrkyssa
Jelan is at large, and she isn't the type to forgive and forget. And
worst of all, the drow aren't done with Jack and they mean to get him
back.

The Talking Book
The White Raven
The uneasy peace that exists following the death of Robb Stark is
threatened by new plots, intrigues, and alliances that once again will
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plunge the Seven Kingdoms into all-out war for control of the Iron
Throne.

The Prince of the Veil
Ten thousand stars, once chained, taste freedom An eternal empire,
once undefeated, falls to pieces An alliance, once united, now lacks a
common foe War was hard enough. Peace may be impossible

Dawnthief
Penny Preston and the Raven's Talisman: Misaligned Book I
The Raven's Shadow, the third book of Elspeth Cooper's The Wild Hunt
series finds war brewing on both sides of the Veil between the worlds.
The desert of Gimrael is aflame with violence, and in the far north an
ancient hatred is about to spill over into the renewal of a war that,
a thousand years ago, forged an empire. This time, it may shatter one.
Wrestling with his failing grip on the power of the Song, and still
trying to come to terms with the horrifying events he witnessed in El
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Maqqam, Gair returns to the mainland with only one thing on his mind:
vengeance. It may cost him his life, but when everything that he had
to live for is being stripped away from him, that may be a fair price
to pay. Old friends and old foes converge in a battle of wills to stem
the tide of the Nimrothi clans as they charge south to reclaim the
lands lost in the Founding Wars. If they succeed, the rest of the
empire may be their next target. And with the Wild Hunt at their head,
the overstretched Imperial Army may not be enough to stop them. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Raven Quest
More than a century after John Wesley Powelllaunched his boat on the
Green River, Ellen Meloy spent eight years of seasonal floats through
Utah's Desolation Canyon with her husband, a federal river ranger. She
came to know the history and natural history of this place well enough
to call it home, and has recorded her observations in a book that is
as wide-ranging as the river and as wild as the wilderness through
which it runs.
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Raven's Exile
Presents a compilation of prose nature writing containing selections
by such authors as Henry David Thoreau, Charles Darwin, Edward
Hoagland, Annie Dillard, and Terry Tempest Williams.

Downriver
"Sharp as the needles on a pinyon pine, these essays will make you
rethink your view of the American West. Meloy's wise and unexpected
observations are a pure delight." —MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE The late
writer and naturalist Ellen Meloy wrote and recorded a series of audio
essays for KUER, NPR Utah in the 1990s. Every few months, she would
travel to their Salt Lake City studios from her red rock home of Bluff
to read an essay or two. With understated humor and sharp insight,
Meloy would illuminate facets of human connection to nature and
challenge listeners to examine the world anew. Seasons: Desert
Sketches is a compilation of these essays, transcribed from their
original cassette tape recordings. Whether Meloy is pondering geese in
Desolation Canyon or people at the local post office, readers will
delight in her signature wit and charm—and feel the pull of the desert
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she loves and defends. With a foreword by Annie Proulx. ELLEN MELOY
was a native of the West and lived in California, Montana, and Utah.
Her book The Anthropology of Turquoise (2002) was a finalist for the
Pulitzer Prize and won the Utah Book Award and the Banff Mountain Book
Festival Award in the adventure and travel category. She is also the
author of Raven’s Exile: A Season on the Green River (1994), The Last
Cheater’s Waltz: Beauty and Violence in the Desert Southwest (2001),
and Eating Stone: Imagination and the Loss of the Wild (2005). Meloy
spent most of her life in wild, remote places; at the time of her
sudden death in November 2004 (three months after completing Eating
Stone), she and her husband were living in southern Utah.

Eating Stone
For millennia, we have tried to explain ourselves using the raven as a
symbol. It occupies a unique place in British history and has left an
indelible mark on our cultural landscape. The raven's hulking black
shape has come to represent many things: death, all-seeing power, the
underworld, and a wildness that remains deep within us. Legend has it
that the fate of the nation rests upon the raven, and should the
resident birds ever leave the Tower of London then the entire kingdom
will fall. While so much of our wildlife is vanishing, ravens are
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returning to their former habitats after centuries of exile, moving
back from their outposts at the very edge of the country, to the city
streets from which they once scavenged the bodies of the dead. In A
Shadow Above, Joe Shute follows ravens across their new hunting
grounds, examining our complicated and challenging relationship with
these birds. He meets people who live alongside the raven in conflict
and peace, unpicks their fierce intelligence, and ponders what the
raven's successful return might come to symbolise for humans in the
dark times we now inhabit.

The Prince of Ravens
Banished! Tok, the best flyer of all the young ravens, faces a
terrible fate. Falsely accused of murder, he must leave the Raven
Mountains forever. If he ever returns, he will be put to death by
those he once called friends and family. Tok s only hope is to reclaim
his honor by completing a quest. Long ago, the ravens lived in
partnership with the Grey Lords. Can Tok reunite his kind with these
legendary hunters? The quest will take him on a perilous journey into
dangers he cannot even imagine Sharon Stewart was inspired to write
Raven Quest when the image of a black raven riding on the back of a
white wolf in a swirling snowstorm flashed across her mind. The story
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is also grounded in scientific research about ravens long-standing
relationship with wolves.

Flight of the Raven (The Ravenwood Saga Book #2)
Cole McCurtain, a professor of Indian Studies at Santa Cruz,
investigates a series of murders with a connection to ecological
diasaster

The Last Cheater's Waltz
The Prince of Ravens has vanished.Word spreads quickly from the
Fortress of the Empress, through the dark streets of Lucien, and to
the far corners of the Empire of Ages. The Children are summoned to
the Fortress, and the people talk in muffled whispers, if they dare to
talk at all, of secret plots and ancient prophecies. Some say the
Prince was murdered, others that he was kidnapped; but underneath it
all runs a darker word, one full of terrifying possibility:Exile.Rumor
begets rumor, and soon the whisper of truth is lost in the swirling
winds of growing fear. For the Prince of Ravens is the prophesied Lord
of Death, and on his shoulders rests the fate of the Empire.
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Blonde Indian
British Columbia artist Sue Coleman brings her knowledge of the
Canadian west coast and its culture into her second novel, The White
Raven. In this sequel to Return of the Raven White Raven escapes his
spirit imposed exile and takes up residence in a small fishing
village. Along the way, he discovers he has the power to transform.
This enchanting new work of fiction takes the reader on the wings of a
raven and eagle for a ride through mountain passes to languid bays.
You will feel the morning breezes, smell the salty, west coast air and
taste fresh seafood as you follow Raven's quest to master his newly
granted powers to transform. Can he do honour to his grandfather's
legacy? Sue Coleman takes us on a fanciful and engaging tale of
brothers. Her British humour, shaped by her Canadian wit, brings
amusement to this tale full of west coast lore, history and rich
landscapes. Watch as the two brothers explore their powers in very
different ways. Well crafted and beautifully illustrated with Sue's
unique nature sketches and told from a bird's eye view, it is hard not
to fall in love with the tale and wonderful settings of west coast
Canada. Teens and adults will enjoy this engaging tale. Those from
Canada's west coast will have fun identifying the local features and
landscapes, while those who have never experienced the area will get a
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glimpse of its attraction and beauty.

Seasons
Lady Selene is the heir to the Great House of Ravenwood and the secret
family gift of dreamwalking. As a dreamwalker, she can enter a
person's dreams and manipulate their greatest fears or desires. For
the last hundred years, the Ravenwood women have used their gift of
dreaming for hire to gather information or to assassinate. As she
discovers her family's dark secret, Selene is torn between upholding
her family's legacy--a legacy that supports her people--or seeking the
true reason behind her family's gift. Her dilemma comes to a head when
she is tasked with assassinating the one man who can bring peace to
the nations, but who will also bring about the downfall of her own
house. One path holds glory and power, and will solidify her position
as Lady of Ravenwood. The other path holds shame and execution. Which
will she choose? And is she willing to pay the price for the path
chosen?

Raven Hill, Or, The Danish Fort
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When Eerl stepped off The Marzipan, he was one of a billion tourists
on Bay-zar. But not even his background in Human Studies could prepare
him for what came next: A military beefcake with a grudge, a wartime
conspiracy, a stolen ship, a galaxy full of prejudice, & at the center
of it all, a young human named Mel in search of the truth.

Raven of Destiny
From the recipient of the 1997 Whiting Award. Feeling disconnected
from the wildly beautiful desert that she has known intimately for
twenty years, award-winning writer Ellen Meloy embarks on a search for
home that is historical, scientific, and spiritual. Her "Map of the
Known Universe," devised to guide her quest, reveals extraordinary
details of a physical link between the atomic age and her home on
Utah's San Juan River. The Map grows to include Los Alamos, the
Trinity A-test site, White Sands Missile Range, and primary sources of
uranium. Meloy casts her naturalist's eye on the Southwest's
"geography of consequence," where she finds unusual local bestiaries,
the bodies of long-buried neighbors, an underground bubble of nuclear
physics in a national forest, and the rich textures of nature on her
own eight acres of land. The Last Cheater's Waltz: Beauty and Violence
in the Desert Southwest is multilayered and far-reaching, yet always
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infused with Meloy's prodigious research, finely tuned prose, and wry
humor.

This Desert Hides Nothing
Bone Game
Raven
After the death of Geofred, Prince of Eagles, Raven and the Exiled
Kindred find themselves trapped in the city of Banelyn and under siege
by the indomitable Prince of Wolves. Forced to fight for the lives of
his companions, Raven finds himself descending into madness he cannot
control, even as he tries to understand the prophecies contained
within his brother's memories. The Empire's plans are shrouded in
darkness, but one thing is clear: the Empress is striving for
something called the Return, and it will cost the Kindred everything.

Silver Ravens
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This captivating 50-page digital-original story set in the world of
Lauren Oliver's New York Times bestselling Delirium series focuses on
Raven, the fiery leader of a rebel group in the Wilds. As a teenager,
Raven made the split-second decision to flee across the border to the
Wilds, compelled to save an abandoned newborn—a baby girl left for
dead and already blue from the cold. When she and the baby are taken
in by a band of rebels, Raven finds herself an outsider within a tightknit group. The only other newcomer is an untrustworthy boy known as
the Thief until he finally earns himself a new name: Tack. Now she and
Tack are inseparable, committed to each other, the fledgling
rebellion, and a future together. But as they both take center stage
in the fight, Raven must decide whether the dangers of the revolution
are worth risking her dreams of a peaceful life with Tack. As her
story hurtles back and forth between past and present, Raven
transforms from a scared girl newly arrived in the Wilds to the tough
leader who helps Lena save former Deliria-Free poster boy Julian
Fineman from a death sentence. Whatever the original mission may have
been, Raven abides by a conviction that she believes to her core: You
always return for the people you love. By turns surprising,
revelatory, and poignant, Raven's story enriches the Delirium world
and resonates with a voice that is as vulnerable as it is strong.
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Mark of the Raven (The Ravenwood Saga Book #1)
When Shadow-monsters attack in the cafeteria, eighth-grader Penny
Preston panics, starts a food fight and unknowingly creates a transdimensional rift. Summoned to the counselor's office, she expects
suspension, but instead discovers that she is misaligned and exists in
more than three dimensions. Unless she immediately begins training to
learn to handle her powerful abilities, she risks losing her sanity.
She agrees to secretly train with her counselor and his friend Master
Poe, an exile from the seventh dimension trapped in a raven's body, to
keep her home town, Piper Falls, safe from higher-dimensional beings
seeking to gain god-like powers in our dimension. Together with Simon,
her telepathic multi-dimensional cat, Penny struggles to save her
relationship with her best friend, protect her universe, and uncover
her connection to Arthurian myth.

The River Knows Everything
Why we should prepare for climate change now by taking anticipatory
action in vulnerable regions. Global momentum is building to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. So far, so good. The less happy news is that
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Earth's temperatures will continue to rise for decades. And evidence
shows that climbing temperatures are already having serious
consequences for vulnerable people and regions through droughts,
extreme weather, and melting glaciers. In this book, climate experts
Michael Mastrandrea and Stephen Schneider argue that we need to start
adapting to climate change, now. They write that these efforts should
focus primarily on identifying the places and people most at risk and
taking anticipatory action—from developing drought-resistant crops to
building sea walls. The authors roundly reject the idea that reactive,
unplanned adaptation will solve our problems—that species will migrate
northward as climates warm, and farmers will shift to new crops and
more hospitable locations. And they are highly critical of
“geoengineering” schemes that are designed to cool the planet by such
methods as injecting iron into oceans or exploding volcanoes.
Mastrandrea and Schneider insist that smart adaptation will require a
series of local and regional projects, many of them in the countries
least able to pay for them and least responsible for the problem
itself. Ensuring that we address the needs of these countries, while
we work globally to reduce emissions over the long term, is our best
chance to avert global disaster and to reduce the terrible, unfair
burdens that are likely to accompany global warming.
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Nature Writing
Selene Ravenwood, once the heir to House Ravenwood, is now an exile.
On the run and free of her family's destiny, Selene hopes to find the
real reason her family was given the gift of dreamwalking. But first
she must adapt to her new life as wife to Lord Damien Maris, the man
she was originally assigned to kill. While adjusting to her marriage
and her home in the north, her power over dreams begins to grow. As
the strongest dreamwalker to exist in ages, her expanding power
attracts not only nightmares but the attention of the Dark Lady
herself. With a war looming on the horizon and a wicked being after
her gift, Selene is faced with a choice: embrace the Dark Lady's
offer, or search out the one who gave her the gift of dreamwalking.
One path offers power, the other offers freedom. But time is running
out, and soon her choice will be made for her.

What We Owe
The Raven: six men and an elf, sword for hire in the wars that have
torn apart Balaia. For years their loyalty has been only to themselves
and their code. But, that time is over. The Wytch Lords have escaped
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and The Raven find themselves fighting for the Dark College of magic,
searching for the location of Dawnthief. It is a spell created to end
the world, and it must be cast if any of them are to survive.
Dawnthief is a fast paced epic about a band of all-too-human heroes.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Preparing for Climate Change
In this invigorating mix of natural history and adventure, artistnaturalist Ellen Meloy uses turquoise—the color and the gem—to probe
deeper into our profound human attachment to landscape. From the
Sierra Nevada, the Mojave Desert, the Yucatan Peninsula, and the
Bahamas to her home ground on the high plateaus and deep canyons of
the Southwest, we journey with Meloy through vistas of both great
beauty and great desecration. Her keen vision makes us look anew at
ancestral mountains, turquoise seas, and even motel swimming pools.
She introduces us to Navajo “velvet grandmothers” whose attire and
aesthetics absorb the vivid palette of their homeland, as well as to
Persians who consider turquoise the life-saving equivalent of a bulletproof vest. Throughout, Meloy invites us to appreciate along with her
the endless surprises in all of life and celebrates the seduction to
be found in our visual surroundings.
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The Raven
Raven's Peace
When a bookish codebreaker and a dashing spy are reunited in this
steamy historical romance from the author of To Steal a Heart, their
lives depend on their ability to resist temptation. But fate is a
mistress who cannot be denied. . . . In the war against France,
Heloise Hampden is a high-value asset to the Crown. She’s cracked the
enemy’s most recent communication, and for that, someone is trying to
kill her. However, it’s the agent assigned to protect Heloise who
poses the greatest threat to her heart: William de l’Isle, Viscount
Ravenwood. Heloise has quarreled with the man they call Raven since
childhood, yet always maintained a chaste distance. She’s sure nothing
will change, thanks to the disfiguring scar on her face. So why is she
so enchanted by the sight of Raven’s jet-black hair, rakish smile, and
wicked green eyes? Nothing has changed. Raven still wonders how Hellcat Hampden’s lithe body would feel pressed against his, but for the
mission he must remind himself that the woman takes more pleasure in
ancient languages than she does in seduction. His imprisonment six
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years ago broke him in a way that makes the prospect of love
impossible. Still, his heart beats like mad whenever he’s within ten
paces of Heloise, and he’ll do whatever it takes to keep her safe—even
if that means taking her to Spain as an unwilling hostage. Protecting
her from danger will be a challenge; protecting her from desire will
be pure agony. Praise for K. C. Bateman’s To Steal a Heart “[To Steal
a Heart] is rich with espionage and suspense. Multidimensional
believable characters and fast-paced plotting propel the story forward
to its moving conclusion.”—Publishers Weekly “The writing and
characterization are superb, the romance is hot, snarky and tender and
the hero is delicious. I couldn’t ask for much more in an historical
romance and I’m eagerly awaiting whatever Ms. Bateman comes up with
next.”—All About Romance “The sexual chemistry between the two built
so steadily that I thought I would go up in flames if they didn’t stop
battling each other and give in to their needs.”—Kilts and Swords
Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.

The Coursing calendar, ed. by 'Stonehenge'.
A compressed, visceral novel about exile, dislocation, and the
emotional minefields between mothers and daughters.
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Mary Lambert's Raven Takes Periodical Flights Scattering the
Thoughts of Its Author Over the World in Verse, Essay,
Story, Drama and Song, Obeying the Injuction of Kings
111-xvii: I Have Commanded the Ravens to Feed Thee."
A Gathering of Ravens
In the spring, the bear returns to the forest, the glacier returns to
its source, and the salmon returns to the fresh water where it was
spawned. Drawing on the special relationship that the Native people of
southeastern Alaska have always had with nature, Blonde Indian is a
story about returning. Told in eloquent layers that blend Native
stories and metaphor with social and spiritual journeys, this
enchanting memoir traces the author’s life from her difficult
childhood growing up in the Tlingit community, through her adulthood,
during which she lived for some time in Seattle and San Francisco, and
eventually to her return home. Neither fully Native American nor EuroAmerican, Hayes encounters a unique sense of alienation from both her
Native community and the dominant culture. We witness her struggles
alongside other Tlingit men and women—many of whom never left their
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Native community but wrestle with their own challenges, including
unemployment, prejudice, alcoholism, and poverty. The author’s
personal journey, the symbolic stories of contemporary Natives, and
the tales and legends that have circulated among the Tlingit people
for centuries are all woven together, making Blonde Indian much more
than the story of one woman’s life. Filled with anecdotes,
descriptions, and histories that are unique to the Tlingit community,
this book is a document of cultural heritage, a tribute to the Alaskan
landscape, and a moving testament to how going back—in nature and in
life—allows movement forward.
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